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Question:DED-600 

Please provide weather-normalized monthly billing data in an electronic format for a sample of at least 
one-half of one percent (0.5%) for each of these classes: Residential General Use, Residential General 
Space Heating, (1 & 2 meter applications), and Small General Service customers, (primary and 
secondary voltage customers), that received service from Kansas City Power & Light Company during 
the test year in this case. At a minimum, please include the following for each customer by month: 

1. All applicable rates, riders, energy charge, facilities charge or others fees; if available, please 
provide this infonnation for each rate block; 

2. The minimum or customer charges; 
3. The billed total sales (in kWh); if available, please provide this infmmation for each rate block; 
4. Connection, disconnection, reconnection, and late-payment charges; and 
5. The total bill. 

To the extent that any of the requested information is not available, please provide the remaining 
data where possible. If another party to this case issued a similar Data Request, please provide a 
copy of the response to that Data Request. 

Response: 
Weather nmmalized monthly billing data by individual customer does not exist. Therefore, we 
are unable to provide a sample of weather-normalized billing data by customer in an elech·onic 
format in any of the rate classes. Total KCP&L actual billing data, as well as, weather 
normalized, customer gwwth and annualized rate data by billing determinant, by block (where 
appropriate), by month, by rate code is provided in the workpapers of the direct filing. 

In addition, actual billing data, by customer, by billing determinant, by block (where 
appropriate), by month for all customers in the Large Power Class has been provided in DR 0113 
and DR 1-19 MECG. Note: This information, while not normally prepared as part of a Direct 
Filing, has been provided through the DR process based on the limited number of customers 
included in the Large Power Class. 

If a list of specific customers by account number is provided, actual customer data by customer, 
by billing determinant, by block (where appropriate), by month is available; othe1wise, the 
dataset is too large to output the entire customer population into a spreadsheet in order to select a 
sample. 

Connection, disconnection, reconnection and late payment charges may be produced if a specific 
account list is provided, but will be in a different format and in a separate list entirely from the 
above, as it will need to be queried from a different source. 
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Answer provided by: Kim Asbury- Lead Regulatory Analyst 
Attachment: QDED-600_ Verification.pdf 
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